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these officials acted' as the audit officers of these commanders and
were accountable to the Central Authorities when the accounts
were sent up to be finally checked. The Central Authority had
thus its representatives with every chief and they were intended
to be reporters-general of all irregularities and complaints to the
central power. These officers were called Darakadars, and were
either Diwans, Mujumdars, Phadnis, in the case of the great leaders,
and in the case of forts and smaller chiefs, they were called Sabnis*
Ohitnis, Jamidars, and Karkhanus, their duties being confined to
audit the account only. They alone had the right to keep accounts
of the local commanders, and they could not be displaced without
consent of the Central Departmental heads.
In these six different ways Balaji Vishwanath did Ms best to
minimise the defects of the hew system of confederate government
set up by Shahu, and while these' arrangements lasted.in their
original integrity, the central power was powerful enough to control
the entire administration. Of course, there were seeds of dissolution
and decay in the arrangement, but they were fairly held in check
for nearly a century. We have the testimony of Mr. Mountstuart
Elphinstone and his coadjutors that though the system was
theoritically full of defects, it practically ensured peace and
prosperity, and succeeded in making the Maratha power respected
and feared by all its neighbours. All these checks presupposed the
sanction of recognized authority without which they could not be
enforced with efficacy, and the last years of Balaji Vishwanath's
life were devoted to the accomplishment of this end, Le., 10 secure
the recognition by the Delhi emperors of the rights of the Maratha
confederacy to the Swamjya, chouth and Sardeshmukhi over the
whole of the empire. This acquisition gained to the Maratha power
that legitimacy,,in'the/absence of which it is not possible to
distinguish power from force. This was the cropping work of
Balaji Vishwanath's organizing genius, and though many others
contributed to its success, this achievement must always be his
principal claim to be regarded as next to SMvajI, the principal
founder of the. Maratha Confederacy.

